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Abstract 
Let n denote the set of integers {1,2 . . . . .  n}. Let P = {P1,P2 . . . . .  Pk} be a partition of n. 
Let C(i) denote the cardinality of the subset Pj to which i belongs. Suppose that 
P' = {P'~, P~ . . . .  , P~,} is a second partition of n and define C'(i) similarly. The partitions P and 
P' are called conjugate if (C(i), C'(i)) determine i. If P is a partition of n for which there exists 
a partition P' ofn such that P and P' are conjugate and tPi] = ]PI] for all 1 ~< i ~< k, then P is 
called nearly self-conjugate. In this paper we prove that for rn(m + 1)/2 <~ n <. ~1 ~.j~m J" [m/j], 
there are nearly self-conjugate partitions of n with max1 ~iSk IP~l = rn, where Ix] denotes the 
greatest integer not exceeding x. 
Keywords. Conjugate partition; Nearly self-conjugate partition; (0,1)-matrix; Incidence 
matrix 
1. Introduction 
Let n denote the set of integers {1,2, . . . ,  n}. Let P = {P1,P2, . . . ,  Pk} be a part i t ion 
o fn  into parts P~ in which Pi is called the part of P. Let C(i) denote the cardinal i ty of 
the subset Pj to which i belongs. Suppose that P '= {P'1, P'2 . . . . .  P~,} is a second 
part i t ion of n and define C'(i) similarly. The part i t ions P and P' are called conjugate if 
(C(i), C'(i)) determine i. Graham [3] studied first the conjugate part i t ions of n. He 
appl ied successfully part i t ions of this type to provide a short solution to a problem 
original ly arising in circuit theory, i.e., the identif ication of the terminals of wires 
which are combined into a cable. 
If P is a part i t ion of n for which there exists a part i t ion P' of n such that P 
and P' are conjugate, then P is called admissible. In addit ion, if ]Pi] = ]P'i[ for all 
1 ~<i~< k, then P is called nearly se!f-conjugate. Graham proved the following 
theorems. 
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Theorem 1.1 (Graham E3]). I f P  = {P1, Pz . . . .  , Pk} is an admissible partition ofn and 
maxl~<i~<k [Pi[ = m, then 
m(m + 1)/2 <~ n <~ ~ j '[m/j] ,  
l<~j<~m 
where Ix]  denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. 
Theorem 1.2 (Graham I-3]). I f  n satisfies m(m + 1)/2 ~< n ~< (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 - 2 
for some positive integer m or n = (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 - 1 for m ~ 3, then there exist 
conjugate partitions for n with max1 ~< i~ <k [ P / [  = m.  
In fact, Graham [3] gave a method for constructing conjugate partit ions of n with 
max1 ~i~, I Pil = m for all n except 2, 5, 9. His method turned out to be quite successful, 
especially in algorithmic aspects. 
Chao [1] presented a simple and very efficient est, involving a sequence of integers, 
which assures conjugacy of a given partit ion P of n when the operations lead only to 
nonnegative integers. 
Clearly, (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 - 1 <~ •1 <~i<~m J" [m/j] for m/> 4. Therefore, Graham [3] 
proposed the following problem. 
For  m(m + 1)/2 <<. n <~ Y~l~j~,,J" [m/j], are there admissible partit ions of n with 
max1 ~<i~< k [P / [  = m? 
In this paper, we apply the useful techniques of combinatorial  matrix theory to 
investigate the conjugate partit ions of n. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of 
incidence matrix associated with a pair of conjugate partitions. By this incidence 
matrix approach, we show that the existence problem for a pair of conjugate parti- 
tions is equivalent o that of a (0, 1)-matrix with given row and column sums. Using 
this and Gale-Ryser  theorem [2, 4, 5] concerning the existence of a (0, 1)-matrix with 
given row and column sums, we give several necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of an admissible partit ion of n. 
In Section 3, we turn to the existence problem for nearly self-conjugate partit ions of 
n with the largest part size exactly m. We show that if n satisfies m(m + 1)/2 ~ n 
Zl~j<~,,J" Em/J], then there exists a nearly self-conjugate partit ion P = {P1,P 2 . . . .  , 
Pk} of n with maxa~i~<, ]Pi[ = m, which gives an affirmative answer to the above 
problem due to Graham [3]. More precisely, for m(m + 1)/2 ~< n ~< Zl  ~j~,, j ' [m/j] ,  
we can readily construct a nearly self-conjugate partit ion P = {PI,P2 . . . .  , Pk} of 
n with maxl~i~k [P~[ = m and a conjugate partit ion of P. 
2. The existence of an admissible partition 
Let m = max~i~k ]P~] and m = {1,2, . . . ,  m}. Let ni denote the number  of the 
subset Pj with [Pil = i, i.e., 
n, = I{j e m [IP~I = i}1. 
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We call n= 1"~2 "2 ... m .... the standard form of P = [P1 ,P2  . . . . .  Pk}. According 
to a result due to Graham (see [3, Lemma 3, p. 218]), we know that if 
P = {P1,P2 . . . . .  Pk} is an admissible partition of n, then 
O<i .n i<~m (1 ~< i~m) .  
We now turn to the existence problem for admissible partit ions o fn  with the largest 
part size exactly m. We begin by introducing the incidence matrix associated with 
a pair of conjugate partitions. Let P and P' be conjugate partit ions ofn. We set aii = 1 
if there exists v in n such that (C(v), C'(v)) = (i,j) and we set aij = 0 otherwise. The 
resulting (0, 1)-matrix 
A=(a i j ) ,  i , j=  1,2 . . . . .  m 
of order m is called the incidence matrix associated with P and P'. 
Now we give an example to illustrate the above concepts of the incidence matrix 
associated with P and P'. 
Example 1. Let P be a partit ion of 25 with the parts P1 = {1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6}, P2 = 
{7,8,9}, P3 = {10, 11,12}, P4 = {13, 14, 15, 16,17}, P5 = {18,19,20,21}, P6 = {22,23}, 
P7 = {24},Ps = {25}. Let P '  be another partit ion of 25 with the parts 
P'I = {1,7, 13,18,22,24}, P~ = {2,8, 14,19,25}, P ;  = {3,9,15,23}, P~, = 15,11,211, 
P ;  = {4,10}, P~ = {16,20}, P~7 = {6}, P~ = {12}, P ;  = {17}. Then the incidence 
matrix A associated with P and P' is as follows: 
A = 
"000  01  
000  10  
111  11  
011  01  
110  11  
111  11  
It is easy to prove the 
lm 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P and P' be conju(jate partitions of n. Then A = (aij) is the incidence 
matrix associated with P and P' if and only if ri is exactly divisible by i in P, and sj equals 
j times the number of parts ofcardinal ityj  in P ' for  1 <~ i, j  <, m, where ri = ~1 <,j.<,,aij, 
Sj = X~l <~i <~maij. 
An alternative formulation of the above statement is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. P is an admissible partition of n if and only if'there exists a (0, 1)-matrix 
A = (aij) of order m such that sj is exactly divisible by j and 
r i= ~ a i j= i 'ml ,  s j=  ~ air>O, l~ i , j<~m.  
l <~.j<~m l ~i<~m 
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Now let X = (xl,  x2 . . . . .  Xm) and Y = (YbY2 . . . .  , y~) be two nonincreasing non- 
negative integral vectors, i.e., 
XI  ) X2 ) "'" ) Xm, Yl ) Yz ) "'" ) Ym" 
Then we write X < Y and say that X is majorized by Y provided the partial sums of 
X and Y satisfy 
XI -~- X2 "nt- "'" q" Xk ~ Y l  + Y2 + "'" +Yk,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,m 
with equality for k = n. 
Now we state a basic property on majorization relation (see [6]). Let 
Y = (YbY2 . . . .  ,Ym) be a nonincreasing nonnegative integral vector and L(Y )= 
{X = {x~,x2, . . . ,  x,,)[ X < Y, xl ~> x2 >~ ... ~> x,,} be the partially ordered set with 
partial order relation <.  Let y=(y~+y2+ "'" +Ym)/n, a=[y]+l  and 
b = n(y - a), where [y]  denotes the greatest integer not exceeding y. Then 
(i) L(Y )  is a lattice. 
(ii) L(Y )  has unique max imum element Y and unique min imum element 
Ymin = ( Yl, Y2 . . . .  , ~m), 
where l/i = a (1 ~< i-N< b); N. = b (b < j ~< n). F rom now on, we call L(Y )  the low 
integral partition lattice of Y. 
Let R = (rb r2, . . . ,  r,,) be a nonnegative integral vector and suppose that rk <-N m 
(k= 1,2, . . . ,m).  The conjugate of R is the nonnegative integral vector 
R • • = (rl, r2, . . . ,  r*) where 
r~ = I{i~ mlrk > k}l. 
The conjugate of R is nonincreasing even if R is not. 
Let R = (rl, r2, . . . ,  rm) and S = (&, s2, . . . ,  sin) be two nonnegative integral vectors. 
Assume that S is nonincreasing and that rk ~< m (k = 1,2 . . . .  , m). Let L(R*)  be 
the low integral partit ion lattice of R*. Gale [2] and Ryser [4] proved that there 
exists a (0, 1)-matrix A = (aij) of order m with row sum vector R and column 
sum vector S, i.e., 
2 ai j  = ri, sj -~- Z ai j  : sj 
l <~ j <~ ra l <~ i <~ m 
if and only if S ~ L(R*).  Combining this, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we at once obtain the 
following theorem. 
Theorem2.3. Let  P and P' be two partitions of  n with the standard forms 
n = 1 "1 2 "2 ... m ~" and n = 1"' 2 n2 ... m ~', respectively. Let  R = (nl,2n2, . . . ,  mn,,), 
S = (hi, 2n2 . . . .  , ran,,) and R* be the conjugate of  R. Then P and P' are conjugate i f  
and only i f  S' < R*, where S '= (s'bs'2, . . . ,  sin) is the nonincreasing rearrangement 
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of S, i.e., 
t t 
S' 1 ~ $2 ~ .," > Sm 
are the components of S in nonincreasing order. 
The preceding result implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let P be a partition of n in the standard form n = 1 "1 2 "2 ... m "m. Let 
R = (nl, 2n2 . . . . .  ran,,). Then P is admissible if and only if there exists a nonincreasing 
integral vector S = (Sa, s2, . . . ,  sin) ~ L(R*) and there exists a permutation {il, i2 . . . . .  ira} 
on m such that sit is exactly divisible by j, 1 <~ j <<. m, where R* is the conjugate of R and 
L(R*) is the low integral partition lattice of R*. 
The following corollary of Theorem 2.4 gives a characterization of admissible 
partitions in terms of low integral partition lattices. 
Corollary 2.5. Let P be a partition of n in the standard form n = 1 "1 2 "2 ... mn" and 
R = (nl,2n2 . . . . .  mnm). Let R* be the conjugate of R and L(R*) the low integral 
partition lattice of R*. Then P is admissible if and only if 
A(R*) = {S' ~ L(R*)[ i  divides sifor all 1 <~ i <. m} ¢ O, 
where S' is the nonincreasing rearrangement of S = (sl, s2 . . . . .  s,~). 
Example 2. Let P and P' be two partitions of 25 as in Example 1. Then the standard 
form of P and P'  are 25 = 12 21 32 41 51 61 and 25 = 13 223141 51 61 , respectively. 
Hence, R = (2, 2, 6, 4, 5, 6) and S = (3, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6). Obviously, R* = (6, 6, 4, 4, 3, 2) and 
S' =(6,5,4,4,3,3) .  Since S' <R* ,  we know that, by Theorem2.3, P and P' are 
conjugate. Thus, both P and P' are admissible (see [1,p. 170]). 
Example3.  Let P be a partit ion of 28 with the form 28 = 112332415161 . Then 
R = (1,6,6,4,5,6) and R* = (6,5,5,5,4,3). Obviously, 
L(R*)  = {$1 = (6,5, 5, 5,4,3), $2 = (6, 5, 5,4,4,4), $3 = (5, 5, 5, 5,4,4)}. 
Because three evens do not exist in $1 and $3, and there does not exist an integer 
that is a multiple of 3 in $2 except 6, there does not exist a permutation {ab a2, aa, 
a4,as, a6} in $1, $2, and $3 such that i divides a;, 1 ~ i ~< 6. It is known by Theorem 
2.4 that P is not admissible (see [3,p. 223] and [1, p. 170]). 
Example 4. Let P be a partition of 13 which consists of P1 = {I, 2, 3,4}, P2 = {5, 6}, 
P3 = {7,8}, P4 = {9, 10, 11}, P5 = {12} and P6 = {13}. Then the standard form of P is 
13 = 12 22 31 41 and R = (2, 4, 3, 4). Obviously, R* = (4, 4, 3, 2) and 
L(R*)  = {(4,4,3,2), (4,3,3,3)}. 
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Since A(R*)= {(4,4,3,2)}, it is known by Corol lary 2.5 that P is admissible (see 
[1,p. 171]). 
3. The existence of a nearly self-conjugate partition 
For a nonnegative integral vector X = (Xl, x2 . . . . .  Xm), let 
t x'~/>x21> --- />x"  
denote the components of X in nonincreasing order, and let 
x '  = (x '~ ,x  ~ . . . .  , x'~) 
denote the nonincreasing rearrangement of X. In addition, if 
x ' i -x ' i+x<~l ,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m- l ,  
then we call X to be feasible. 
Combining the definition of the nearly self-conjugate partit ion with Theorem 2.3, 
we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a partition of  n in the standard form n = 1 "1 2 "2 ... m "m. Let 
R = (nl,2n2 . . . .  , mnm) and R' be the nonincreasin 9 rearrangement of  R. Then P is 
nearly self-conjugate if and only if R' < R*, where R* is the conjugate of  R. 
Now we give a sufficient condition for the existence of a nearly self-conjugate parti- 
tion as follows, whichwil l  play a crucial role in the proof  of the subsequent theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let  P be a partition of  n in the standard form n = 1"' 2 "2 ... m"'. Let 
R = (n1,2n2 . . . .  , mnm). I fR  is feasible, then P is nearly self-conjugate. 
Proof. Let R '= (r'br'2 . . . . .  r',,) be the nonincreasing rearrangement of R. Since R 
is feasible, ri+l <~r' i<~r' i+x+l ( i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m- l ) .  In [-7] we proved that if 
r'i+l ~< r'i <~ r'i+l + 1 (i = 1,2 . . . .  , m - 1), then there exists a symmetric (0, 1)-matrix 
A = (a~j) of order m with row sum vector equal to R', i.e., 
aij = aji, (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,  m), ~ aij = r,.. 
l <~j<~m 
Thus, R '< R*. By Theorem 3.1, we deduce immediately that P is nearly self- 
conjugate. []  
We now state and prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  m(m + 1)/2 <~ n <~ •1 ~j<~,, J" [-m/j], then there exists a nearly self- 
conjugate partition P = {P1,P2, . . . ,  Pk} of  n with maxl~i~k [P/[ = m. 
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Proof. For brevity, we write a(m) = m(m + 1)/2, q)(m) = Yl <.j<.m.J" [m/j], and 
U=(n-a (m)+ 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,m) .  
Let dj = [m/ j ] .  Then di = 1 whenever i > [m/2]. 
To prove the theorem, we give an algorithm for constructing a feasible vector 
S = (sl, s2 . . . . .  Sin) such that 
~'. Si = n, i <. si <~ i" di, 
l<~j~m 
and ss is exactly divisible by i (1 ~< i ~ m). 
Algorithm 
Step  1. S *-- U; i*-- 1. 
S tep  2. s~ ~ i" di; S~+ l *-- i + 1 + (s~ - i" d~), if si > i. di, then go to Step 5. 
Step  3. Applying the Division Algorithm to ss and i, we get that 
si = i 'q i  + ri, O <~ r i < i. 
If r~ ~ O, then go to Step 4. Otherwise halt and output S. 
Step  4. sl  *-- m - i + r :  s~ *-- i '(q~ + 1), halt and output S. 
Step  5. i *-- i + 1; go to Step 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (cont inued) .  Since a(m)  <. n <~ ~p(m), si = i whenever i > [m/2] .  
Thus, the algorithm will terminate in at most [m/2] stages. It is easy to verify that the 
output S = (s l , s2  . . . . .  s,,) satisfies that 
sj = n, i ~ si <~ i" di, 
1 ~j~m 
and si is exactly divisible by i (1 ~ i ~ m). 
Now we show that S is feasible. Suppose that the algorithm terminates in t stages. 
Then t ~< [m/2] and 
s i= i ,  ( i>t ) ,  s j= J .d i ,  (1 < j  <t) ,  
s t~t - l ,  s~=morm-t+r t .  
Applying the Division Algorithm to m and j, we obtain that 
m=. j 'd j+u j ,  O<~uj<j .  
Thus, for 1 < j < t, we have 
's/ = J " di = m - u; > m - j > m - t 
~> m - [m/2] ~> [m/2] ~> t. 
On the other hand, s~ ~> m - t + r~ ~> m - t >~ m - I-m/2] ~> [m/2] ~> t. Hence, S is 
feasible. 
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Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, there exists a nearly self-conjugate partit ion of n in the 
standard form n = 1"' 2 "2 ... m"", where nl = si/i. This completes the proof. []  
Now we give an example to illustrate our method for constructing nearly self- 
conjugate partit ions and a pair of conjugate partitions. 
Example 5. Let n = 28 and m = 6, Clearly, 
a(6) = 21 ~< 28 ~< (o(6) = 33. 
By Theorem 3.3, there exists a nearly self-conjugate partit ion P = {1°1, P2 . . . . .  Pk} of 
28 with maxl~i~k [Pil = 6. We shall construct a nearly self-conjugate partit ion and 
a pair of conjugate partit ions of 28. 
We take S O = (8, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) as the input. According to our algorithm as described in 
Theorem 3.3, we at once obtain the output S = (6,4,3,4,5,6). Thus, there exists 
a nearly self-conjugate partit ion of 28 with the standard form 28 = 16 22 31 41 51 61. 
Using our method for constructing (0, 1)-matrices with given row and column sum 
vectors [7, 9], we can obtain a (0, 1)-matrix A whose row and column sum vectors 
equal S = (6, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6) as follows: 
"111  1 
110 0 
101  0 
A= 
100 1 
110 1 
111 1 
I I 
1 1 
Ol  
11  
1 1 
1 1 
Now we choose 
P1 = {1,2,3,4,5,6}, 
P2 = {7,8,9, 10, 11}, 
P4 = {16, 17, 18}, 
/)5 = {19,20}, 
/'7 = {23}, P8 
P3 = {12,13,14,15}, 
P6 = {21,22}, 
= {24}, P9 = {25}, Plo = {26}, Pl l  = {27}, P12 = {28}. 
F rom P = {P1,Pe . . . . .  P12} and the above (0, 1)-matrix A, we can construct a parti- 
tion P '  = {P'I, P~ . . . .  , P'12} of 28 with the standard form 28 = 16 2231415161 such 
that A is the incidence matrix associated with P and P', as follows: 
P'I = {1,7, 12, 16, 19,23}, 
P~ = {2,8, 13,20,24}, P ;  = {3,9, 14,25}, 
P~, = {4, 17, 26}, 
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P;  = {5,10}, P ' lo = {21,27}, 
P6' ----- t6,, '  t P~ = {11}, P~ = ~' 15j,t P ;  = {18}, P'11 = {22}, 
Obv ious ly ,  P and  P '  are con jugate .  
247 
P'12 ~ 1 = 28j. 
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